This puper presents a system for extracting feature information in different application contexts. The proposed system works in two steps. The first step starts from a boundary model of an object and identifies the so-called generic shape features by considering only geometric and topological aspects. These features are divided into two general classes, protrusions and depressions, extracted as solid volumes and arranged in a multi-level structure. This representation, culled Shape-Feature Object Graph (SFOG) is capable of representing the recursive decomposition of an object in its main shape and the set of its form features (possibly compound). The SFOG is a hierarchical and relational boundary model represented by a graph in which the root component nodes correspond to the boundary representation of the main shape, while the other nodes correspond to the boundary representations of features; arcs between nodes define parentchild relations between components. In the second step the identified features ure classified according to the functional meaning in the application context. Thus, the hierarchical representation is reorganized by glueing and/or grouping sets of shape features which are functionally related in the considered context.
Introduction
Pure solid modelers cannot be directly used to drive applications such as manufacture planning on CAM systems or handling and assembling in robotics application6 since some information required for these tasks is totally absent from the solid modeler data base. The clear message from all those involved in automating and integrating the design process with the application processes (analysis, manufacturing, assembling, etc ... ) is that a database with a complete definition of the mechanical part must be provided. This includes form feature and tolerances, not just geometry and topology. Thus, features are seen as the missing link between design and application contexts. In fact, in the different contexts of application which span from design to manufacturing, an object is described after being designed as a product. This is partly done by the introduction of new data, but mainly by singling out the features contained in the description of the part and associating them in a different way each time.
Different methods have been used for creating a form features data base to represent a part: human-assisted feature identification, automatic recognition of features, design by features and parametric geometric models [Cam 881 . One of the central issues in all these systems is the relationship between the resulting feature model and the geometric model. Brep features have usually been defined as sets of faces; while CSG features have been expressed in terms of a CSG tree which is to be subtracted from or added to a preexisting portion of the part volume.
Conceptually, either Brep or CSG modelers are capable of representing and manipulating features, but the common opinion is that this would be best done by utilizing both approaches. As a consequence, recently several researchers have proposed hybrid CSG-Boundary schemes for representing feature information in the framework of solid modeling. These hybrid representations can be CSG-based or Boundary-based depending on which model is considered to be the master model in their definition.
For example, the Generalized Constructive Solid Geometry Modeler developed by Tumer [TumM] to support tolerance analysis belongs to the CSG-based category, as does the system defined by Gossard, Zuffante and Sakurai [Gos88] in which geometric features are represented by combining CSG and Boundary models in a graph structure called object graph. On the other hand, other proposals belong to the boundary-bascd hybrid models, e.g. the In this paper, we describe an approach to the automatic extraction and representation of form features in the framework of solid modeling. This approach is based on a boundary representation of the solid model data which is restructured, as a first step, into a hybrid model defined as a hierarchy of boundary volumes. This step involves classification of geometric entities and determination of geometric relationships between adjacent entities. The result is the explicit reprcsentation of so-called generic shape features, divided into two general classes, protrusions and depressions.
In the second step, the hierarchical representation of the object with its shape features is reorganized into a context depcndent representation by associating sets of shape features functionally related in thc application context. This second proccss involves scarching for pattcrns in the hierarchical hybrid model and refining the hierarchical represcntation by glucing and/or grouping sets of its componcnts.
The System Architecture
There are many views of what constitutes a feature, since this concept depends on the interpretation given by the user and on the environment in which the part is considered. In the process which spans from design to manufacturing there are various different contexts: product and process design, quality control, manufacturing, handling, assembling, functional check, etc. In order to include all possible features in each of them, the term feature is used in a very broad sense and stretched to represent any set of information (geometric or non-geometric) that can be formulated in terms of generic parameters and properties, and that can be referred to as a set in the reasoning process of some applications.
Thus, many definitions have been formulated that are so abstract that they could be interpreted in almost any way one chooses, for example "a feature is a region of interest in a part model" [Wi185] . Such definitions are unsatisfactory in this form as everything and anything related to a product can be called a feature.
From our point of view, a form feature should be defined in terms of two characteristics: one depending on the application and the other on the model. Hence, in our work, we have adopted the following definition: "a feature is a group of geometric and topological entities with a f u n c t i o~l meaning in a certain context" In this statement, the concept of features is expressed by two aspects: the generic shape and the engineering meaning . The generic shape may be defined in canonical form by generic parameters, (specification of topological/geometric entities and relationships among them). The engineering meaning may be specified in terms of the function that the feature serves.
[Cu@I.
The requirement of producing a flexible system for extracting and representing feature information can only be met by providing a mechanism for supporting the recognition of these two feature aspects; in other words, by providing a shell for extracting shapebased feature information and a shell for identifying application features.
Thus, the architecture of our system for feature extraction and representation is based on the separation of these two parts and consists of two main processes:
-a shape feuture recognizer and extractor which analyzes the CAD model of a part and identifies features by considering only their geometric and topological aspects; -a ficnch'onal feature recognizer, where the hierarchical structure created in the previous step is analyzed according to specific context rules. These rules describe features in the given application in terms of adjacency attributes, hierarchical relationships among components and geometric constraints.
Thus, the system presented here can be described as a sequence of transformations which act on different types of object representations and produce, as a final result, a solid model of a part in which the defining entities are meaningful in a given context. The first transformation applies rules of topological and geometric recognition to convert the solid model of the part (described as a 
The Shape Feature Recognizer and Extractor
The shape feature recognizer consists of three processes: a feature recognizer, a feature extractor and a feature organizer, as shown in figure 2. The first module works on a face-based boundary model of a solid object, called Face Adjacency Hypergraph (FAH). A FAH model is represented by a relational hypergraph in which the nodes describe the object faces, whereas the arcs and the hyperarcs represent the relationships among the faces induced by the set of edges and vertices respectively [Ans851. The shape feature recognizer identifies the sets of faces constituting the D and P-features, starting from those faces that are either affected by or belong to a feature, i.e. the so-called primary faces, defined as enclosing inner loops or bounded by a concave loop. After having determined all the faces belonging to a feature, the model is completed by adding a set of dummy entities (faces, edges and vertices) in order to make the closed, compact and twomanifold object corresponding to the feature [Fa189]. This phase, called feature extraction, creates the volume corresponding to the feature object by duplicating the faces, identified in the recognition step, and completing them with dummy faces, dummy edges and sometimes also dummy vertices. In the completing operation, the algorithm acts differently depending on the classes of features. For the explicit features, only dummy faces are added whereas, for the implicit ones, the completing operation is more complex since dummy edges 4 vertices must also be added.
The validity of the resulting feature object is ensured by the use of Euler operators which constitute the manipulative operators of the FAH modeler [And51 .
The third phase, the feature organizer, links the feature objects created in the previous step according to their adjacency and defines a hierarchical graph called Shape-feature Object Graph (SFOG). This graph is described in the following paragraph.
The Intermediate Model
The Shape-feature Object Graph representation created by the shape feature recognizer can be defined as a hybrid solid model in the sense that it combines a volumetric representation with a boundary description of an object. This intermediate model consists of a hierarchy of feature volumes (positive or negative) described as boundary representations (FAH models).
The definition of this shape-based feature model by a hierarchical structure allows the expression of high level features by means of intermediate features of lower-level, in tum defined in terms of the basic defining entities of the part solid model (faces, edges and vertices).
In the SFOG representation of an object the set of nodes corresponds to a set of volumes constituting it. A SFOG component is a parent if it refers to other components and, conversely, it is a child if it is referred to by other components. The ancestors of a component are the components from the root node to the current node. There are specially designated nodes, called roots, which define the main shape of the object and from which all other nodes originate. Any non-root component is the FAH representation of a feature in its parent graphs. These components are characterized by the type of shape: external or protrusion (P-feature) and internal or depression (D-feature).
The set of arcs in this Feature-based model corresponds to the adjacency relationships among SFOG components. Any arc joining two components expresses a parent-child relationships and is identified by a set of faces which belong to the two components.
These faces are called connection faces in the parent component and dummy faces in the child component. The connection faces correspond to those faces in the object to which the feature is attached, while dummy faces describe faces added to the feature component in order to form a two-manifold solid object.
An attribute is associated to each arc depending on the type of -@e df: only dummy faces originated by inner loops are added -type dfe: dummy faces and dummy edges joining existing -type dfev: dummy faces, dummy edges and dummy vertices -type dfev*: the same as type dfve with the difference that dummy entities added in the completing phase:
to the feature object representation; vertices added to the feature component; added to the feature object representation; some dummy vertices lie on existing faces.
In figure 4 some examples of the different relationship types are shown.
Formally, if we call SF the set of the shape features of an object S, the Shape-feature Object Graph can be defined as a quadruple g+=[N,A,T,D), such that: i ) for every shape feature sf in SF there exists a unique node in N corresponding to it and labeled sf; ii) for every dummy face fd in a shape feature sfi, attached to a connection face fc in its parent component sfk, there exists a unique arc in A joining the two nodes labeled sfi and sfk, which is labeled fd: 
The Functional Feature Recognizer
The first step of the system reorganizes the low level boundary representation of an object into a higher level structure, but this structure cannot be directly used by the application processes, since shape features are still independent from a specific context. At this point it is necessary to interpret the information present in the SFOG structure according to the context needs.
Thus, this second step consists of a recursive classification of features (simple and compound) according to a set of rules which constitutes the knowledge base characterizing the application context.
Features to be recognized need to be precisely defined. This definition involves determining the minimal set of necessary conditions that classify a feature uniquely [Jos88] . To classify the features we have adopted a hierarchical model approach, see figure 5 . First, we arrange features in specific classes (pockets, holes, etc.) by considering only the SFOG hierarchical relationships and attributes, and then, specific information for further classification are obtained from the geometric information of each component.
In our system, features are defined as simpk if they correspond to a unique component in the hierarchical representation, and compound if they are represented by a set of components.
For example, the blind-hole on a face of the object depicted in figure 6 is a simple feature since it is represented by a unique child component.
It is important to capture the relationships among the features in a compound definition. There appears to be at least two possible types of relationship in compound features. One is where the The type 3 of relationship can correspond to a grouping of any set of features which are related by only their functionality in the application context. These compound features are labeled compound group feafures. The case of the two holes depicted in figure 9 is an example of compound group feature, since the two holes are attached to different pairs of faces in the parent components and define a single "passage" feature.
components and the parent components. As an example, in figure 10 a rule for the identification of a blind hole type feature is shown. The rule for the blind-hole identification.
Once simple features have been classified the search for compound features starts. First, compound set features, defined by adjacent SFOG components are recognized by matching pattem feature graphs with the SFOG representation subgraphs.
As an example, in figure 11 the rule for identifying the pattern of the subgraph representing a T-slot type feature is shown. The rule for the identification of a T-slot.
When a compound set feature is found, the components forming it are substituted by a unique component representing the feature. This reorganization of the SFOG graph is performed by applying refining operation that is a merging operation performed by "glueing" each connection face and the corresponding dummy face in the child component.
In figure 7 .c the resulting feature-based model for a T-slot feature representation is shown. The functional feature recognizer has identified the three SFOG components forming this compound set feature (figure 7.b) and has applied a refinement transformation (figure 7.c).
The second phase of recognition is for compound pattem and group features. As an example of compound pattem features recognition, figure 12 shows the rule for the identification of circular pattem of holes in figure 8.
In the case of compound group feature such as the passage feature in figure 9 , the feature recognition is not performed by graph pattern matching but, instead, the system has to check for the presence of all its constituent components and therefore control if they satisfy the specific geometric constraints.
Furthermore, for these two classes of compound features the system does not apply a refinement transformation to the component constituting the recognized features, but only adds the information that a set of components forms a macro-component corresponding to a particular feature. 
Conclusions
The system described here has been devised in order to convert a low level CAD representation into a higher level model semantically meaningful in a given application context. The advantages of this method are:
(1)Portability in different application contexts, since the transformation from the CAD model to a feature-based model is performed in two steps. The first is context independent and transforms the CAD model into a hierarchical boundary model, and only the second step adapts this neutral description to a specific context.
(2)The method works in the framework of solid modeling and generates symbolic descriptions of recognized features. It works directly on solid models and does not require any conversion of solid model data. Furthermore, the hierarchical description of the feature-based model produced is completely coherent and consistent with the input B-rep of the object because it is built on top of it.
(3)The hierarchical organization of the feature-based model is not rigid, in the Sense that the structured representation of an object can be reorganized by applying abstraction and refinement transformations, to adapt it to a new object description expressed in terms of different functionality.
The first step of the method has been implemented in Pascal on an Apollo DN 4000 workstation and was partially described in [Fa189] . The second step is currently under development. In figure 13 a working example is depicted. Left top window shows the starting object (a box with a slot and four blind holes), while left bottom and right bottom windows show the resulting SFOG representation. In the right top window the last step of the recognition process is shown: the slot feature recognition.
Figure 13
A working example of shape feature recognizer system
